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1 INTRODUCTION  

 

Adobe is one of the most used building materials in the history of the world, sustainable and 

developed by the civilizations that came to life in Anatolia for more than 9000 years, 

transferring their experiences and cultures. It is a material that carries traces of the past and 

present, like an organism living with its user, and also makes one feel a sense of belonging 

socially, culturally and emotionally. 

Due to the changing and increasing population structure and developing technologies today, it is 

seen that the mudbrick structures, which are the evidence of the lives lived in the past in 

Anatolia, cannot fully protect their existence today and are lost among the reinforced concrete 

structures. However, examples of adobe structures that still do not surrender to reinforced 

concrete and try to maintain their originality are seen in different parts of Anatolia. One of them 

is seen the adobe buildings in the Harput region of Elazığ, with its current name Ulukent 

and its old name Hussenig neighborhood. These adobe structures have survived to the present 

day by preserving their settlement patterns to a large extent. 

 

The distance of Hussenig district from the center of Elazig prevented the buildings from 

becoming reinforced concrete but it also caused the city to fall behind the city economically and 

desolate the region. As a result, it is seen that some buildings are not used and are in danger of 

collapse. For this reason, structural preservation and functional studies should be carried out in 

order to preserve and maintain the adobe structures in Hussenig district, which is a part of 

traditional Anatolian architecture. 

In this study, the relationship of the adobe buildings of Hussenig (Ulukent) neighborhood, 

which is trying to maintain its existence today will be examined with its surroundings, its 

historical development, geographical location, physical and social factors and the traditional 

texture, plan types and other natural building materials used together with adobe. The 

environmental and architectural features of the adobe buildings of this neighborhood will be 

evaluated, and the necessary protection and structural function proposals will be evaluated in 

order to maintain their existence from the past to the present and to continue in the future. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

 

Harput, which has been used as a residential area for about 4000 years ago, has preserved its 

existence as a defence center for many years. Over time, because of the political, cultural, and 

social changes in the region.  The Harput region has lost its feature of being a center. Because of  

the construction of the railway to the Elazig Plain,  the separation of the administrative and military 

units from Harput so  the settlement areas were moved to the Mezra.  Mezra, located in the south of 

Harput, is today's Elazig city center [1]. 

 

 Hussenig (Ulukent), one of the important settlements of the Harput region, has been affected both 

culturally and economically by these changes. Elazig Province, central Ulukent (Hussenig) 

Neighborhood is located in the south of the historical city of Harput and Harput Castle. While 

Hussenig District was a village settlement until 1978, it became a neighborhood after this date. It is 

seen that Hussenig, known as the Armenian quarter in the past. Hussenig had an extremely cultural, 

commercial and social consciousness, and later on, when the Turks only lived in this settlement 

that  trade and production became passive, as well as it became a ghost settlement where it entered 

the process of extinction within the urban fabric with demolition and neglect [2]. 

 

The traditional houses and historical settlement patterns of the Hussenig region are decreasing day 

by day and are in danger of extinction in a few graduate studies. In the earthquake of 6.8 Mw that 

occurred on 24.01.2020 around Elazig and a great deal of life and property were lost. The buildings 

trying to survive in this region have started to pose a danger to the people living in the buildings 

due to the lack of maintenance and reinforcement works. In the examination carried out in the 

region, after the earthquake, 5 buildings were examined and it was determined that the structural 

damages detected, as well as the relations with the plan facade and the environment, pose a danger 

to the life safety of the users in the registered buildings and they are helpless. 

 

2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ABOUT HUSSENIG  

 

Hussenig is in the northern part of Ulukent District in Elazig. There is the historical Harput District 

in the northwest of Hussenig, which is approximately 5 km away from the city center (Figure 1). 

Hussenig, which is located on a sloping area rising from south to north between Elazığ Plain and 

Harput Plateau. There is a reclaimed stream with an average slope of 10% in Hussenig. The 

western branch of Hussenig Stream, which consists of two main branches, takes its source from 

Kırkkuyu and Akçakı Hills [3]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Hussenig is in the northern part of Ulukent District in Elazığ 
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According to the data of the 16th century 1518-1566, it was seen that the population of the village 

increased and the rate of non-Muslims was higher in this increase[4]. 

In the 19th century, the Hussenig population consisted of a total of 2910 people, 800 Muslims and 

2110 non-Muslims. It is seen that Harput has become a dead city with mass migrations. It has been 

observed that there are changes in the cultural structure as a result of the changes in its population 

[3].  

 

 

   
 

Figure 2. General view with Hussenig adobe houses with Harput Castle [1] 

 

The Hussenic culture was equivalent and higher than the Harput Culture. Hussenig had very well-

kept and fertile gardens and houses with beautiful architecture in these gardens. The people 

residing in these houses were people of high culture who understood music, literature and fine arts. 

There were educated people with a high literacy rate. Hussenig was an important shopping center 

in the early 1900s. The fact that the municipality, the police station organization, some military 

units and the warehouses of these units were present in this town increased the importance of the 

town [5].  

Hussenig is one of the famous centers in the shoemaking craft. In addition, silkworm breeding was 

also carried out in the region. In the village square in Hussenig, there were bakeries, blacksmiths, 

tailors, jewelers, barbers, grocers, food processors, saddlers, saddlebags and butchers. The police 

station was located at the end of Çarşı Street, which is connected to the village square. Hussenig is 

one of the lucky towns in terms of drinking and utility water. This abundance of water enabled the 

construction of many fountains in the village and pools in the houses (Bican 2007). General view 

with Hussenig adobe houses with harput castle in Figure 2 [6]. 

 

Most of the population was engaged in handicrafts and trade, as well as agriculture and animal 

husbandry. This has contributed to the increase in the welfare level of the region. Hussenig, where 

the trade routes from the southern provinces to Harput ended, became a production center with 

many business lines such as carpentry, leather, jewelry, sugar-halva production, copper smithing, 

saddle-making, sericulture, and weaving. The fact that the commercial venues are in the center of 

the region has provided users with easy access to these places [6]. 

 

The general picture of Armenian education in the Harput plain is very impressive. The whole 

region, at the beginning of the 20th century, has a superb and vast network of boys’ and girls’ 

schools. Almost all the Armenian villages have their own schools that are no longer old-fashioned 

centres of elementary education, but are generally two-storey modern buildings constructed in the 

newest style. In the towns, each Armenian quarter has more than one school. The town of Harput 

itself, whose Armenian population is approximately 15,000, has one college, three high schools and 

at least ten middle and primary schools. The town of Mezire (Mamuretül-aziz), with a population 

of about 12,000 Armenians, has a college, three high schools and more than ten first and 
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intermediate schools. A little town like Hussenig, made up of 700 families, has seven educational 

establishments. Although it faced problems in the process of preserving the cultural heritage and 

transferring it to future generations, Hussenig tries to keep the historical and cultural accumulation 

from the past alive today[6]. 

 

3 ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES AND ENVIRONMENT OF TRADITIONAL ADOBE 

BUILDINGS IN ELAZIĞ- HUSSENIG (ULUKENT) DISTRICT 

There were famous stonemasons and masons in the village of Architectural Features and 

Environment of Traditional Adobe Buildings in Elazığ- Hussenig (Ulukent) District, and some of 

them had taken their techniques so far that they had become real architects. Architect Kevork 

Koncoyan from Architectural Features and Environment of Traditional Adobe Buildings in Elazığ- 

Hussenig (Ulukent) District built the Mezire hospital and barracks, the warehouse in Architectural 

Features and Environment of Traditional Adobe Buildings in Elazığ- Hussenig (Ulukent) District 

and the Kızıl Mansion [6]. 

 

The creek and roads in Architectural Features and Environment of Traditional Adobe Buildings in 

Elazığ- Hussenig (Ulukent) District have an effect on the formation of the traditional texture of the 

Architectural Features and Environment of Traditional Adobe Buildings in Elazığ- Hussenig 

(Ulukent) District region. Topography plays an important role in the formation of the texture of the 

region[2]. 

 

In Hussenig, which is divided into two by the stream, the slope of the land on the east side is higher 

than on the west side. In the eastern region, where the slope is high, water resources are also high. 

This situation has led to an increase in the distance between the structures on the sloping land. In 

addition, the slope of the land in this region also enabled some buildings to receive entrances from 

different floors. The majority of the houses on this side face the Elazığ plain and do not obstruct 

each other's viewpoints and views. The buildings on the west side of the stream are more 

adjacent[2]. 

 

3.1  Hussenig Adobe House Features 

In general, the houses face the road and have a direct entrance from the road. The buildings are 

located close to each other on the roads outside the road where Hussenig Stream passes. In some 

buildings with double fronts to the street, it has been observed that there are overhangs in both the 

sofa and the room. Houses in Hussenig are not only places of residence, but also the working and 

production spaces of the people living in them. The ground floors therefore contain service and 

service spaces to provide for the family's livelihood. These are barns in some houses, shops in 

some houses, and pools for processing industrial products in others. 

 

There are single-storey, two-storey and three-storey buildings in the Hussenig region. The 

proportions of the single and two-storey buildings are close to each other and they cover the 

majority of the buildings in the area. In general, a basement or a mezzanine floor was built by 

making use of the slope of the land in three-storey buildings made of adobe and stone materials. 

There are usually two separate entrances to such buildings. Solutions at different levels in Hussenig 

houses; original plan  gave rise to the schematics. Downstairs due to rocky ground one side of the 

places ends with a rock. This surface is shaved and in its natural state has been abandoned [7]. 

 

The plan elements of Hussenig houses, built in traditional style, consist of rooms, sofas, service 

areas, courtyards, iwans and roofs. Apart from these, there are bathrooms, kitchens and toilets that 

are not in a traditional style but have changed or added their function in order to adapt to today's 

living conditions. In the past, it is seen that the roofs of the buildings have flat roofs. The houses 

have three different plan types: sofa free plan, plan with inner sofa and plan with outer sofa. The 

central sofa plan type is not seen in the Hussenig house scheme. Turkish house plan types are 

shown in the Figure 3 [8]. 
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Figure 3. In A Turkish house, plan typologies with respect to Sofa Organization [8] 

 

Plan with outer and inner sofa in houses with a scheme; if the sofa is long, this section can be 

illuminated. There are small windows that provide light through the door. The windows are 

inwardly tapered and also allowing more light to enter the space. The upper parts of the houses are 

on the wooden beams on the cisir, bush, clay soil. The roof was created  by logging.  In the second 

half of the 19.century, roofs were built in traditional houses. Most of old buildings were brought to 

the present by adding a roof. While the rooms in the houses are generally private spaces, the exit 

rooms also show the feature of the place used by the family members collectively. Sofas are 

generally a circulation center where transitions between spaces are provided. It determines the 

shape of the building on the upper floors of the buildings. The upper floors in the region are called 

şahnişin, they are the gathering unit where the household can see the street. Iwan is a plan element 

at the entrance of the building in traditional Hussenig houses. Courtyard; It is a rare plan element in 

Hussenig houses. Şahnişin is a  feature of the houses in the middle part of the second floor facing 

the Street. Şahnişin have five or seven windows. There are three windows in front of it and one 

window on each side of the exit, as well as two on the sides. They are wood-framed and glazed, 

mostly latticed on the outside [9].  

In houses; sawing out, coming out straight from the side and being disappeared. There are three 

types of exits. The overhangs are at most 80-90 cm [10]. 

The şahnişin, which is usually located between two rooms, has been found several times in large 

mansions.  One of the elements used to create a semi-open space is the portico. It is an architectural 

element used in other settlements in the region. The porticoes, which have two spans and formed 

by arches, It is a widely used space. The fact that the arch is a decorative element makes the inner 

courtyard aesthetically pleasing. The weather has won a cottage architecture. Since they are 

elements, the direction of view is north. Porticos and iwans are opposite to the direction of the sun  

so that they do not see the sun at all times of the day [9]. 

 

3.2  Hussenig House Materials Features  

 

From the courtyard, the upper floor or rooftop was accessed by climbing wooden or stone stairs. 

The upper floor housed four to six rooms, and one to three porches (ayva, chardakh), while the 

remaining space was open air. The house’s second floor served as a bedroom for the household. 

The foundation of the houses were made of stone, and joined together by mud-cement. In the 

Harput region, the most commonly used stones were the chechkar (pumice stone), the white pukh, 

and limestone. Masons dug holes around 60-150-cm. (2-5-feet) deep, and of comparable width, and 

filled them up to the surface with foundation stones. They then lined the bricks on the foundation. 

The external walls of the house were usually 60 cm. (24 inches) thick, while in the interior, the 

walls were 45 cm. (24 inches) thick. Two units were used to measure the density and thickness of 

the walls, the anadj and khuzi, which were in fact different sizes of brick. One anadj corresponded 

to 60 cm. (24 inches), and a khuzi was half the size of an anadj. To keep the walls firm and solid, 

crossbeams (locals called them khatel) were used from the wood of poplar trees. The two ends of 
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the beams were smoothed and placed in parallel on both sides of the wall, 90 cm. (3 feet) apart. 

These parallel support beams were attached to one another with wooden nails [6]. 

 

The stone rising from the foundation to the flood level in houses.  The thickness of the foundation 

walls varies between 70-100 cm. Wooden framed parts have usually 20-30 cm thick. Surfaces of 

external walls, chaff-tempered mud plastered with mortar[11]. 

 

 The middle halls of some houses are decorated with natural stones in the form of raft (slate) stone. 

On the upper floors, the sofa and the floors of the rooms are mostly coated with wooden. While it 

was covered, it was sometimes left plastered with soil mortar plaster. Upstairs of the some of the 

spaces are paved with stones (slate). On the steps resting on an inclined wooden beam, the height 

of the riser is up to 25 cm [10]. 

 

The sink, which is found in the sofas and sometimes in the rooms of the houses, is used for both 

washing and It was used as a place to wash things. It has been designed slightly elevated from the 

place. There are sinks with different sizes depending on the purpose of use. As a result of the 

differentiation of wet spaces to their homes in the last hundred years, the sinks have been largely 

has lost its function [10]. 

Cedars and cloisters in interior spaces create a different style. The place called bathroom is used 

when requested, and other than this purpose, items such as beds and quilts are used. It is also used 

as an indoor space where it is stacked [12]. 

 

The sundried brick was prepared with clay-like soil and mud made from fine crumbs of chaff and 

water.  The brick was also prepared by mixing clay, adobe (soil with clay), and water.  The 

villagers covered the roof of the house with wooden beams and djisirs (small beams). The beams 

were usually 25-30 cm. (10-12 inches) thick, and were placed approximately 3 meters (10 feet) 

apart from each other. The space in between was filled with 20 cm. (8 inch) thick djisirs, at a 45-60 

cm. (18-24 inch) distance from each other. To support the beams of the roof, wooden pillars were 

fixed on the floor of the house. Each pillar stood at a distance of 3 meters from the other. After the 

djisirs, the joints were put in place, again at a distance of 10-12 cm. (4-5 inches) from one another. 

On top of the joist, the laths—short, thin pieces of wood—were placed tightly next to one another. 

The laths were then covered with green tree branches (in Pazmashen, these branches were called 

keveshe), and covered with slightly wetted soil, called peteruk or petrig (in the local dialect, this 

meant dough or cement). In this soil was a mixture of chaff and mud.  The peteruk on the root had 

to be 7.5-10 cm. (3-4 inches) thick. This was further condensed and often flattened with a stone-

roller. On top of all this, a 5 cm. (2 inch) layer of kerpidj was added. This mixture was also used to 

plaster the walls of the house, both from the inside and outside [6]. 

 

The building of the roof continued with the placement of eaves. The lower layer was made up of 

branches of durable wood, while the upper layer was a mix of soil and chaff. The eaves had a width 

of 25 cm. (10 inches). They were placed next to one another on the four corners of the roof, 

pointing outward. The eaves prevented the walls of the house from getting wet. Hence, they looked 

more like wooden umbrellas attached on top of the walls of the house. At the eaves, they placed the 

gutter (in Harput, they called it djrton, as well as gurchivan, gurchrvan, chortan, or chrortan). The 

gutters were semicircular wooden tubes that carried off rainwater to the ground. In Tadem, during a 

draught, tradition dictated that villagers steal the gutter from the house of a woman who had been 

widowed three times, and hide it for a few days, in hopes that it would bring rain [6]. 

 

On the roof, there was also the dormer, a square opening right over the cooking room. The smoke 

came out from here, and fresh air entered the house. The villagers used a wooden cover to close it 

shut when needed. This collective labor of building a house in the village could last 2-3 months. [6] 

 

There are three types of windows in the study area: arched, non-arched and inward-expanding 

windows. These windows are specialized depending on the plan element, floor and facade. 
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Regarding the number of windows of items such as cupboards and cabinets in the interior, It should 

not be ignored that it determines the front [13]. 

 

In the Hussenig region, there are few original gates that have survived to the present day. Wooden 

doors have often been replaced by iron doors. When the original doors are examined, there are 

varieties with stone jambs or wooden sills. There are two types of doorknobs. Their shapes are 

different from each other, but their functions are the same. There are two doorknobs, a deep voice 

and a low voice. The low voice is used by the female guests and the low voice is used by the male 

guests. 

Architectural elements such as fountains, pools, jambs and arches seen in houses are generally 

made of stone material. Wooden decorations are the most common type of decoration in 

architectural elements in the Hussenig. There are examples of woodworking in auxiliary elements 

such as moldings, shelves, tins, and sills. The wooden works found in the bay windows are rarely 

seen today. 

 

It has been determined that the ratios of structures made of mud brick and mixed structures made of 

adobe and stone materials are close to each other. Stone material was used extensively in the 

foundation and ground floors. Since adobe is a material that requires maintenance, the abandoned 

buildings either collapsed or faced the danger of collapse. As a result, it was observed that the 

upper floor mudbrick walls of some buildings were destroyed, but the ground floor stone walls 

were still standing. 

 

4  CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS  AFTER ELAZIĞ EARTHQUAKE IN  ADOBE 

HUSSENIG HOUSES  

 

When the masonry houses in the region during the last earthquake in 2020 were examined, it was 

not possible to talk about a construction technique that could be clearly defined. The residences 

examined are single or two storeys. Stone and mudbrick materials were used on the walls, but it 

was observed that in most of them, different types of bricks (hollow briquette, solid briquette, 

ytong, fire brick, etc.) were added to the structure later, as a mix. The tensile strength of the wall 

has decreased since the weights of such materials used in the masonry wall are different and it 

consists of multi-piece elements. At the same time, with the reinforced concrete additions, it has 

been observed that such structures do not work together and show different behaviors to the loads 

on the structure. Since different building materials cannot show homogeneous behavior when used 

together, the behavior of the walls such as stiffness and ductility also differed [14]. 

 

After the Elazığ earthquake on January 24, 2020, after the Elazığ earthquake on January 24, 2020, 

the drawings of the historical adobe houses, which are registered in Hussenig District, were carried 

out as of December 18, 2020. The first stage of the projects were discussed in the Diyarbakır 

Cultural Heritage Preservation Regional Board, and the survey projects were decided by the Board 

in June 2021 has been approved. 

There are 22 registered immovable cultural assets in the region. 16 of these structures are examples 

of civil architecture and are located on Hussenig District, Sefer Street and Çarşı Street. As a result 

of the socio-economic change of the people living in the Hussenig settlement over time, most of the 

historical buildings have become idle as a result of the lack of maintenance and repair. A 

comprehensive conservation study is needed to transfer the buildings in the Hussenig Region, 

which has the cultural and historical value of Elazig, to future generations[2]. 

The traditional houses in this neighborhood are in disrepair. Those who live in the buildings 

registered by the Ministry of Culture and decided not to be demolished indicate that they have no 

safety of life due to the cracks formed after the Elazig earthquake. Since the resident population is 

low-income citizens, it has been determined that they are in a rather helpless situation. 

Some houses have been exposed to fire due to indefinite demolition decisions due to property 

problems. Many structures, which do not have a very durable material and require constant 

maintenance, have been destroyed. 
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Planning in historical cities has two important issues, on the one hand, to control the change, to 

slow it down, to protect it, and on the other hand, to advance the change further; they are seen as 

opposing alternatives to each other, in reality they are nothing but two different sides of the same 

coin. It is stated that successful results can be achieved with works that creatively reconcile them 

[15]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Examined 4 Adobe house with their physical environment on the map Earthquake 

(Prepared by Demir,2022) 

 

In the examinations made in the region, it has been determined that protection measures have not 

been taken yet. 4 houses were examined on site and the damages in the interior and exterior 

structures were determined (Figure 4). 

People living in the houses are very worried about the damages in the house after the earthquake.  

Damages detected in House no:1 and House no:4 are shown on the analysis sheet. Accordingly, 

consist of damages in order (Figure 5, Figure 8); 

• Spilling on plasters  

• Loss of materials and structural elements in walls 

• Partial or complete wall collapse 

• Plugin build  

• Horizontal and vertical deep crack 

• Deflection of the roof covering  

• Stairs damage  

Damages detected in House no:2 is shown on the analysis sheet. Accordingly, consist of damages 

in order; (Figure 6). 

• Spilling on plasters  

• Loss of materials and structural elements in walls 

• Partial or complete wall collapse 
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• Plugin build  

• Horizontal and vertical deep crack 

• Deflection of the roof covering  

• Stairs damage  

• Collapse in floor  

• Cannot be used 

Damages detected in House no:3 is shown on the analysis sheet.  It is different from other 

examined houses because of fired. Accordingly, consist of damages in order (Figure 7); 

• Spilling on plasters  

• Loss of materials and structural elements in walls 

• Partial or complete wall collapse 

• Plugin build  

• Horizontal and vertical deep crack 

• Deflection of the roof covering  

• Stairs damage  

• Windows and doors jackets damaged 

• Fired  

• Cannot be used 

 

 
Figure 5. House No 1 Analysis Sheet After 2020 Elazığ Earthquake Earthquake (Prepared by 

Demir and writers,2022) 
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Figure 6. House No 2 Analysis Sheet After 2020 Elazığ Earthquake Earthquake (Prepared by 

Demir and writers,2022) 

 
Figure 7. House No 3 Analysis Sheet After 2020 Elazığ Earthquake Earthquake (Prepared by 

Demir and writers,2022) 
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Figure 8. House No 4 Analysis Sheet After 2020 Elazığ Earthquake (Prepared by Demir and 

writers ,2022) 

 

According to researchers, "a sense of belonging" is important in order to look into the past. This 

feeling manifests itself in the urban environment in the form of protecting historical sites. 

Historical places represent stability and permanence. On the other hand, they are also accepted as a 

"heritage" by the people [15]. 

Today we can’t see the house entrance of the Hussenig (Figure 9). This house was a sense of 

belonging  and cultural self. As material; It was demolished in 2021 by the house owners who used 

stone adobe and wood, and it was stated by the professors of Fırat University that it was a building 

that gave the Hussenig  urban identity.  

A lively facade with a stone-arched entrance door and wooden buttressed bay windows has order. 

All of the oval windows were of the type in the rooms on the upper floor. Due to the spaces located 

at different levels in the plan diagram, windows were at different elevations. The original doors, the 

entrance door built with cut stones, showed the decoration details of the building forms. Doors and 

ceilings at the bottom of the falcons and on the ceilings of the rooms were wooden material was 

used as decoration element in the windows [7]. 

But their owners wanted to build new house. Now, unfortunately  as a green area waits to be built a 

new reinforced concrete building like near by the area (Picture 4). 
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Figure 9. Before destroyed house at the entrance of the Hussenig [7] 

 

 
Figure 10. The house was destroyed and now it’s place is a green area (by writers,2022) 

 

 5 CONCLUSION  

 

Today, Hussenig has very few traditional houses in its neighborhood has remained. With the effect 

of the urbanization process in the existing ones; in the city lost its importance and became inactive. 

Preserving our historical heritage is also a moral duty. It also has a pedagogical aspect. The 

silhouette of a place in historical settlements, people's past 

It enables them to form the teaching of "cultural memory" by observing the evaluation of This 

memory will disappear unless conservation and re-functioning actions take place in Hussenig  

Preserving our cultural heritage and transferring to the future.  If the studies to be done in this 

region are recommended that  

-to provide the region with the level of development it deserves before the people of the region 

have hopes that the city will swallow the neighborhood in order to eliminate their economic 

weakness, and to enable the renovation works to revitalize the region, 

-Converting the desolate Hussenig from a place frequented by those who live here and those who 

need to go, to an open-air museum that also attracts those who want to see and visit, 

-Transforming derelict buildings from mysterious and dangerous places into places that live and 

serve on the street,  
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It is important in terms of creating data that will enable restoration and conservation studies should 

be carried out in order to somehow pass through the evaluation process and reintegrate into the 

society. It can be with its preservation and revitalization of the region, re-functioning, and some 

activities in the form of Culture house, museum, accommodation and social. 
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